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THE QBfY-1 The CRAY-1 computer system arrived at NCAR when the
building addition was completed in the summer of 1977.

While the CRAY-1 is a general purpose computer system,
there are some unique features in its design that allow
vector processing in addition to scalar operations. Gui-
dance and consultation on the use of the CRAY-1 is avail-
able from the Consulting Office.

The CRAY-1 memory is arranged in 16 banks, and contains
slightly more than a million words (64 bits each) which
may be accessed randomly. The machine performs 2's com-
plement arithmetic. The floating point word contains a
sign bit, a 15-bit exponent and 48 bits in the coeffi-
cient. The instruction set contains codes for both
scalar and vector processing.

Input Input is prepared on one of the satellite machines for
jobs to be run on the CRAY-1 computer. Section V
discusses transmission of jobs over the network. When
all input has been processed and edited and all data
staged from various external devices, the complete input
package is sent to the CRAY-1 for compilation of FORTRAN
and program execution.

(Otput After CRAY-1 execution, the resulting output may be re-
turned to the originating machine for printing, punching,
microfilm processing and volume staging to the mass
storage device and/or 1/2" tape.

Any permanent files on the CRAY-1 computer should be des-
cended to the mass storage device explicitly by the user
to establish an archival volume. Permanent files may not
be stored on the CRAY-1 disks.

Disks The CRAY-1 disks are local to the CRAY-1 computer system
and may not be accessed from other networks, hosts, or
satellites. The CRAY-1 communicates with the network
directly for data transmission. There is also a direct
link from the CRAY-1 to the TBM.

CAF-1 D~M Data structures and file management techniques on the
iS1n-_N__L CRAY-1 are described in the CRAY Operating System Refer-

ence Manual. The basic characteristics of these struc-
tures are as follows.
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B eo old A record is the basic unit of data read into or written
from a user program on the CRAY-1.

File A file is an unnamed collection of records. Note that,
on the CRAY-1, a file is contained within a dataset.

Iataset A dataset is a named collection of sequential files. The
dataset is the largest logical unit of data handled by
the CRAY-1. The dataset is also the unit transferred by
the CRAY-1 to the CDC 7600. CRAY-1 datasets can be per-
manent datasets, which means they can be accessed by any
job in the machine (they may be password protected to
prevent general access), or local datasets available only
to a specific job. The CRAY-1 data hierarchy is illus-
trated below in Figure 1.1.
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There are a number of manuals pertaining to the CRAY-1
available on the bookshelves in the computing library
room. A bibliography of CRAY-1 documents is contained in
Section I, Appendix C of this guide.

Vectnrizable CRAY FORTRAN may execute three to five times faster if
MERTM DD-Loops users take advantage of the speed of vector instructions

and the location of data in memory while writing pro-
grams. In general, scalar instructions complete a compu-
tation on a single variable and store the result before
proceeding to the next operation in an innermost DO-loop.
Vector loop construction is based on completing a compu-
tation on a segment (64 elements) of an array and storing
the results of that segment in successive executions.
The CRAY FORTRAN compiler (CFT) will recognize certain
standard FORTRAN loops as vectorizable by analyzing the
statements. Users are not required to request this
analysis; it is done automatically by CFT. Users who
wish to include as many vectorizable loops as possible in
their programs should observe the guidelines described in
the following paragraphs. Only innermost Do-loop state-
ments are examined by the CRAY compiler for possible vec-
torization and improving overall program efficiency.
Statements need not be rewritten for a non-vector machine
environment.

DO-loops that contain at least one array element refer-
ence on the right-hand side of an assignment statement
are candidates for vectorization. Some of the factors
that prevent vectorization are branching or I/O state-
ments, references to procedures in an EXTERNAL statement,
operands in array assignment statements, certain depen-
dencies, and the characteristics of subscripts. Scalar
references on the left-hand side of an assignment state-
ment may inhibit vectorization; however, scalar tem-
poraries are recognized by CFT and vectorization occurs.

Branching With one exception, loops that contain a branch of any
kind are not vectorizable. Any Control transfer state-
ment such as a GO TO, a CALL, or function reference, or
IF statement subprogram reference will prevent the use of
vector instructions. The exception is a function refer-
ence to those routines in the CRAY library that have a
vector version available to FORTRAN. Most of the
mathematical functions commonly used with FORTRAN like
sine, cosine and tangent have CRAY vector versions.
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Oxbads in array In order to vectorize all operands on the right-hand side
;:assignat of an arithmetic assignment statement must be one of the

s following:

* An array reference

* A constant or variable whose value does not change
during loop execution.

* An integer variable used in the inner DO in the nest
that changes by a constant amount each time through
the DO.

* A function reference that has a CRAY vector version.

* A scalar temporary.

See the CRAY FORTRAN Reference Manual for the types of
references that qualify.

Vectnr

ErW es o
Deper x" -ies

Since the order of vector statement execution is dif-
ferent from the non-vector or scalar execution of state-
ments within a DO-loop, all assignment statements in the
innermost DO should be examined for possible unintention-
al changes in values due to the vector ordering. A vec-
tor instruction may complete one assignment statement for
all values of the index before proceeding to the next
computation. Any statement of an innermost DO may not
depend on the values resulting from any previous state-
ment. Thus the term, "dependency." In some sense, the
term "DO-loop" is a misnomer for vector operations
derived from FORTRAN DO-loop construction. Rather, vec-
tor operations are sequences of computations on vectors,
and "looping" in the FORTRAN sense takes place only in
the outer DO0s of a nest.

Some examples of possible dependencies may clarify how
program restatement can make the optimum use of vector
instructions. Note that where such dependencies occur,
the CRAY compiler generates scalar code.
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Example 1: Equivalent code with vector loop segments

DO 10 I = 1,2
A(I) = B(I)+C(I)
D(I) = D(I)+l.0
10 CONTINUE

Scalar Operation Sequence

A(1)
D (1)
A(2)
D(2)

B(1)+C (1)
D(l)+1.0
B (2) +C (2)
D (2) +1.0

Successful Vector
Operation Sequence

A(l)
A(2)
D(1)
D (2)

B(1)+C (1)
B(2)+C (2)
D(1)+1.0
D(2)+1.0

Scalar Operation Sequence: Each statement
sequence and results from the previous
defined.

is executed in
statement are

Successful Vector Operation Sequence: All of the right-
hand sides of the vectors A and D are evaluated simul-
taneously and are transmitted to memory simultaneously.
A result from one vector statement is not usable in other
statements of the same DO-loop computation.

Example 2: Result not ready when needed

A(l) = X
DO 10 I = 2,3
B(I) = A(I-1)
A(I) = C(I)
10 CONTINUE

Scalar Operation Sequence

B(2) = A(1)
A(2) = C(2)
B(3) = A(2)
A(3) = C(3)

Rejected Vector
Operation Sequence

B(2) = A(1)
B(3) = A(2)
A(2) = C(2)
A(3) = C(3)

Scalar Operation Sequence: The value of A (2) is computed
for use in defining B(3).

Rejected Vector Operation Sequence: In the vector opera-
tion sequence, the value of A(2) has not been computed by
the time it is needed for the evaluation of B(3).
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A restatement of the original problem to the following
removes the dependency.

Recursive calculations such as the following cannot be
removed; therefore they cannot be vectorized.

DO 10 I = 2,3
A(I) = 2.*A(I-1)

10 CONTINUE
I .- I
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A(1) = X
DO 10 I = 2,3
A(I) = C(I)
B(I) = A(I-1)

10 CONTINUE



Value destroyed

DO 10 I = 1,N
A(I) = C(I)
B(I) = A(I+1) + 1.0

10 CONTINUE

Rejected Vector
Scalar Operation Sequence Operation Sequence

A(1) = C(1) A(1) = C(1)
B(1) = A(2)+1.0 A(2) = C(2)
A(2) = C(2)
B(2) = A(3)+1.0

B(l) = A(2)+1.0
B(2) = A(3)+1.0

Scalar Operation Sequence: A(2) is redefined after its
use in defining B(1).

Rejected Vector Operation Sequence: The value of A(2) has
been changed in the vector computation version before it
was used for the evaluation of B(1).

A temporary array reference vector may be used to remove
the value-destroyed dependency.

DO 10 I = 1,2
TEMP (I) = A(I+l)
A(I) = C(I)
B(I) = TEMP(I)+1.0

10 CONTINUE

Array Suiscripts The CRAY FORTRAN manual uses the term CII (Constant In-
crement Integer) for "an integer variable that is incre-
mented or decremented by an invariant expression once
during each pass through a DO-loop." A CII is usually a
loop control parameter. An invariant is a constant or a
variable whose value does not change during loop process-
ing. This is usually an integer constant or a scalar de-
fined before the innermost loop is entered (but not
changed inside the innermost loop). Only one subscript
in an array reference may be an expression of this form
in order for the loop to be vectorized. Other subscripts
in a multiply-dimensioned array must be invariant expres-
sions.
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The following subscript checks may be used to examine ar-
ray references for dependencies and proper form.

* The subscript is of the form

+ invariant * CII variable + invariant expression

. A subscript should contain only one CII reference.

* An array reference may contain identical CII expres-
sions on either side of an equals sign.

Example 1:
dependency
differ by a

For multiply-dimensioned
if a pair of invariant
constant, e.g.,

arrays there is no
subscript elements

DO 10 I = 1,100
10 A(I,J) = A(I-1,J+3)+A(I-1,J-4)

Example 2: If the difference is not an explicit con-
stant, there may be a potential dependency. Whenever the
CRAY compiler is unable to resolve such potential depen-
dencies, the compiler takes the safe approach of inhibit-
ing vectorization, i.e. when in doubt, it does not vec-
torize.
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N = 4
DO 10 I = 1,100
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A(I)

TABLE 1.1

Table of Dependencies that Prevent Vectorization
for positive and negative increments
of DO variables for DO 10 I = L,M,N

Positive Increment Negative Increment

(N>0 and M>L) (N<0 and M<L)

= expression* vectorize vectorize

A(I) = A(I+l) vectorize dependent

A(I) = A(I-1) dependent vectorize

A(I) = expression* dependent dependent
A(I) = A(I+1)

A(I) = expression* dependent dependent
A(I) = A(I-1)

A(I) = expression* vectorize vectorize
B(I) = A(I)

A(I) = expression* dependent vectorize
B(I) = A(I+1)

A(I) = expression* vectorize dependent
B(I) = A(I-1)

B(I)
A(I)

B(I)
A(I)

B(I)
A(I)

A(I)
expression*

A(I+1)
expression*

A(I-1)
expression*

vectorize

vectorize

dependent

vectorize

dependent

vectorize

*containing various vectorizable operands
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Lop Sepratis Often it will be possible to restate a DO-loop in order
to provide a vector loop. Many times, a separation of a
DO-loop nest into separate loops will obtain the desired
result. An example of restatement is in the matrix mul-
tiply, where the sum clearing to zero is removed to its
own DO nest sequence, and the innermost loops are re-
ordered so that all terms are vectors. Note that both
versions of the matrix multiply code conform to ANSI
standard FORTRAN.

)RTRAN Modified "Vector" FORTRAN

DO 10 J = 1,N
DO 5 I = 1,N

5 A(I,J) = 0.
DO 10 K = 1,N

3 (I ,K) *C (K ,J) DO 10 I = 1,N
10 A(I ,J) = A(I,J)+B(I,K)*C(K,J)

While the CRAY DO-loop implementation has most of the
features of the FORTRAN 77 standard including real and
double precision control variables, a non-integer control
variable will prevent compilation of vector instructions
in the object code. Extended range, which is not in the
FORTRAN 77 standard, will also prevent vectorization.

Other features of the CRAY compiler, such as the PARAME-
TER and IMPLICIT statements, seven dimensional arrays,
and negative DO incrementation are described in the CRAY
FORTRAN Manual available in the Consulting Office.

Memory transfers may take place at a maximum of 80 mil-
lion words per second. Storage sequences should be
referenced so that a given memory bank is accessed no
more than once every four clock periods. (See the FORTRAN
manual)

A table of timings for both the vector and scalar version
of DO-loops is included on the following page for compar-
ison.
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Standard "Scalar" FC

DO 10 J = 1,N
DO 10 I = 1,N
A(I,J) = 0.0
DO 10 K = 1,N

10 A(I,J) = A(I,J)+E
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TABLE 1.2

SCALAR AND VECTIOR EXECUTION TIMES
loop form: DO 10 I = 1,N
10 replacement statement

Loop Body Vector Length
N = 1 N = 10 N = 100 N = 1000

(in clock periods per result)

1000 Scalar
N=1000

1.
B(I)
B(I)+10.
B(I)+C (I)
B(I)*10.
B(I)*C(I)
B (I) /10.
B(I)/C (I)
SIN(B(I))
ASIN (B (I))
B(I)*C(I)+D(I) *E(I)
B(I)*C(I)+(D(I)*E(I))
B(I) *C (I)+D (I)
A(I)
B(I)
C(I)

A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
A (I)
A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
A(I)
C (I)
A(I)
B(I)

41.0
44.0
55.0
59.0
56.0
60.0
94.0
89.0

462.0
430.0
110.0
113.0
95.0
90.0

5.5
5.8
6.9
8.2
7.0
8.3

10.8
13.3
61.0

209.5
16.0
14.7
12.7
12.7

2.6
2.7
2.9
3.9
2.9
4.0
4.1
7.6
33.3

189.5
7.7
6.6
5.5
6.3

2.5
2.5
2.6
3.7
2.6
3.7
3.7
7.2

31.4
188.3
7.1
6.0
5.0
5.8

22.5
31.0
37.0
41.0
38.0
42.0
52.0
60.0

198.0
169.0
57.0
63.0
52.0
47.0
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Intrinsic
Functions to Aid

Vbfbr c

There is a set of intrinsic functions that allows the
FORTRAN prograrmer to use the vector mask (VM) register
capability. The vector mask register contains a bit pat-
tern that is used to select either of two operand vector
elements.

There are four intrinsic functions that are available to
FORTRAN programs to select vector elements using the vec-
tor mask instruction:

CVMGZ (arg1 ,arg2 ,arg3)

argl returned if arg3
arg2 returned if arg3

is zero
is non-zero

CVMGN (argl, arg2 ,arg3)

argl returned if arg3
arg2 returned if arg3

is non-zero
is zero

CVMGP (arg1 ,arg2 ,arg3)

arg1 returned if arg3 is > 0
arg2 returned if arg3 is < 0

CVMGM (arg1 ,arg 2 ,arg3)

argl returned if arg 3
arg2 returned if arg 3

is < 0
is > 0

CVMGT (argl,arg2 ,arg3)

argl returned if arg3
arg2 returned if arg3

is true
is not true

These functions have three input arguments.

argl

arg2

arg3

the vector whose elements are selected
corresponding bits in the VM are set.

The vector whose elements are selected
corresponding bits in the VM are clear.

when the

when the

value used to set VM.
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Example:
The following statement, appearing within an innermost
DO-loop with control variable I, will generate scalar
code:

IF((A(I)-B(I)).GE.0) C(I) = (D(I+1)-E(I+2))/F

If it is rewritten as the following statement, the frag-
ment will generate vector code.

C (I) = CVMGM (C (I) ,D (I+1)-E (I+2)/F,A (I)-B (I))

1-13



In this section, a subset of the CRAY Operating System
(COS) Job Control Language (JCL) will be introduced. The
intention is to provide the new user with sufficient in-
formation to carry out simple tasks on the CRAY-1. A
list of CRAY JCL statements is given at the end of this
chapter. For a detailed description, the reader is re-
ferred to CRAY-OS VERSION 1 REFERENCE MANUAL (SR0011).

The logic of the COS JCL is expressed in terms of opera-
tions upon named datasets. Each data set may contain one
or more files, each comprising one or more records. Da-
tasets may be programs or data.

Pemannt ax
~~ ~tasets

A dataset may be permanent or local.

A local dataset is known only to the job which creates
it. It may be created by an ASSIGN control statement
(see below) or upon the first reference by name or FOR-
TRAN Unit number. A local dataset may be made permanent
by means of the SAVE statement. At the termination of a
job, the disk space occupied by local datasets is
released to the system.

Permanent datasets are of two types, user and system. If
not protected by permission control words, they are gen-
erally available.

q~NinM~IF%~o

KWTjmL Iwc~il

Local dataset names may have up to seven alphanumeric
characters. The first character of a local dataset name
must be A-Z, $, @, or %. These restrictions do not apply
to the names of permanent datasets, which may have up to
15 characters. Since datasets defined by the system be-
gin with the character, $, users should avoid this ini-
tial character. Note that names of TBM volumes may have
only six characters.

Simple control statements may take the following form:

verb,paraml,param2, ........,paramn.

Here commas separate the verb and parameters. The state-
ment is terminated by a period. There must be no spaces.

The verb defines the task to be performed. It may be:

Q A system verb. e.g. REWIND, SAVE, ACCESS

Q A local dataset name. (i.e. a user defined absolute
binary module)

u II JR 2: OMY-1 im rill
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System-defined dataset name. (i.e. absolute binary
module) e.g. CFr, LDR

COS searches for verbs in this order. If no matching
name is found, an error message is issued.

The parameters, paraml, ..... ,paramn, determine how the
task will be performed and take the form of keywords with
and without values, as in:

....,UQ, ........... Parameter is a keyword

....,DN=filel,..... Parameter is a keyword with a value

Other forms of parameters are defined in Part 1 of SR0011
but will not be needed here.

A CRAY job dataset takes the following form:

JOB, --- (identification)

CONTROL STATEMENTS JCL Control
Statement File

\EOF

SOURCE DECK Source File

\BOF

DATA Data File

\EOF
\EOD

When processing of a job is initiated, the system creates
4 local datasets.

$IN The input dataset automatically assigned to
FORTRAN Unit 5

$OUT The output dataset assigned to FORTRAN Unit 6

$CS A copy of the job's control statement file

$LOG The job's logfile which describes successive
execution of the statements in $CS. Upon
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termination, $LOG is appended to $OUT for
output.

In addition a dataset, $PLT, is set up to receive plot-
ting instructions if and when plotting occurs.

ITIL Here commonly used control statements will be introduced
ONES and important keywords described.

JOB JOB ,JN=jn,T=tl,US=us,OLM=lm.

The JOB control statement defines the job.

JN=jn Sequence number assigned by front-end
machine. (required)

T=tl Time limit in seconds. (default= 4 )

US=us US=uuuupppppppp Concatenated user and pro-
ject numbers.

OLM=lm Block limit for output file. (default= 10
512-word blocks)

TRN CF, I=idn,L=ldn,B=bdn.
lr)

This control statement causes the CRAY FORTRAN Compiler
(CFT) to load and execute.

I=idn Name of input dataset to be compiled. (de-
fault I=$IN)

L=ldn Name of dataset to receive output listing.
L=0 supresses listing. (default L=$OUT)

B=bdn Name of dataset to which CFT writes binary
load modules. (default=$BLD)

LR ELDR, DN=dn,LIB=ldn ,MAP=op,L=ldn,SET=val.

The loader is called into execution by this control
statement.

DN=dn Dataset containing modules to be loaded.
(default=$BLD)

LIB=ldn Datasets from which unsatisfied externals are
to be loaded. Up to eight libraries may be
named separated by colons. (default
LIB=$NCARLB: $SYSLIB: $FTLIB: $SCILIB)

MAP=op Controls production of loader map on speci-
fied dataset. (see below)

2-3
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Block and entry lists including cross references.
No map produced. (default)
Block list only.

Name of dataset to receive
(default L=$OUT)

map output.

SET=ZERO
SET=ONES
SET=INDEF

Memory set to binary zeros.
Memory set to -1. (all bits set)
Memory set to value which causes out-of-range
error if referenced as floating point operand.
(default- core is not set, existing bit patterns
remain unchanged)

EXIT EXIT.

If a job step aborts during the successive processing and
execution of the statements in the job control statement
file, the sequence is broken and processing is resumed
with the statement immediately following the next EXIT
statement. If no abortion occurs, the EXIT statement
terminates processing.

Control statements used to define and manage datasets
will now be discussed.

ASSI( ASSIGN,SSIGN,DN=dn ,A=un.

The ASSIGN statement has two functions

* To create a local dataset and assign characteristics
to it.

* To assign a FORTRAN logical unit to a dataset al-
ready known to the job.

* DN=dn
Local dataset name or name by which permanent
dataset is known to the job.

0 A=un
FORTRAN unit in the form FTxx, where xx=01-99.
At the start of a job FT05 and FT06 are as-
signed to the datasets $IN and $OUT.

Other dataset characteristics which may be defined by the
ASSIGN statement are described in Part 2 of SR0011.
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SAVE SAVE ,DN=dn ,PDN-pdn ,UQ.

The SAVE statement is used to make a local dataset per-
manent.

DN=dn Name of local dataset. (required)

PDN=pdn Name of permanent dataset. (default is dn)

UQ Unique access. If this parameter is present,
only this job may access the permanent da-
taset after completion of the SAVE.
Otherwise,multiuser access is permitted.

DI1;OSE DISPOSE, DN=dn, SDN=sdn, DC=ST ,MF=TB ,WAIT.

This DISPOSE statement stages a dataset to the mass store
(TBM). Note that the dataset is automatically released
upon completion of the DISPOSE. (see description of
RELEASE statement below)

DN=dn Local dataset name. (required)

SDN=sdn Staged dataset name. (default is dn)

DC=ST Two character disposition code: ST Stage
to mainframe designated by MF parameter.

MF=TB Mainframe identifier. TB Dispose dataset
to TBM.

WAIT If this parameter is present, job processing
is delayed until staging is complete.

aOXEBS ACCESS, DN=dn,PDN-pdn,UQ.

The ACCESS statement makes a permanent dataset available
to a job.

DN=dn Local dataset name by which permanent dataset
is to be known to the job. (required)

PDN=pdn Name of permanent dataset. (default is dn)

UQ Unique access. (required if permanent da-
taset is to be deleted or changed)

IXIE DELERTE ,DN=dn.

The delete statement removes a permanent dataset from the
Dataset Catalog (DSC). The dataset, which must have been
previously accessed with unique access, remains local
after the DELETE has been completed.
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DN=dn Local name of dataset to be deleted. (re-
quired)

]EUBB Rk~RELEASE, DN=dn.

The RELEASE statement removes the connection between a
dataset and the job. If the dataset is local, its disk
space is made available to the system. A permanent da-
taset remains on the disks available for future access.

DN=dn Local name of dataset to be released. (re-
quired)

A3QSISUE ACQUIRE ,DN=dn ,PDN-pdn ,MF=TB,UQ.

If the permanent datase. pdn, is already on the CRAY-1
disks, ACQUIRE acts as ACCESS, making the dataset avail-
able to the job under the name, dn. If pdn is not avail-
able as a permanent dataset on the CRAY-1, then ACQUIRE
causes it to be staged from the TBM, made permanent on
the CRAY-1 under the name, pdn, and made available to the
job under the local name, dn.

DN=dn Local name of dataset. (required)

PDN--pdn Permanent dataset name. (default is dn)

MF=TB Mainframe identifier indicating that the da-
taset is to be staged from the TBM.

UQ Unique access. This parameter must be
present if the dataset is to be modified dur-
ing job execution.

CXPY OQREHIL

XOP!D COPYD,I=idn,O=odn.

The COPYD statement copies one dataset to another start-
ing at their current positions. After completion, both
datasets are positioned after the last EOF (End Of File).

(OPYF COPYF,I=idn,O=odn,NF=nf.

The COPYF statement copies a specified number of files
from one dataset to another starting at their current po-
sitions. After completion, both datasets are positioned
after the EOF of the last file copied.
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QOWPR COPYR, I=idn,O=odn,NR=nr.

The COPYR statement copies a specified number of records
from one dataset to another starting at their current po-
sitions. After completion, both Datasets are positioned
after the EOR of the last record copied.

I=idn Input dataset. (default is $IN)

O=odn Output dataset. (default is $OUT)

NF=nf Number of files to be copied. The default is
nf=l. "nf" alone causes all remaining files
to be copied.

NR=nr Number of records to be copied. The default
is nr=l. "nr" alone causes all remaining
records in the current file to be copied).

SKIP -lL

SKIPD SKIPD,DN=dn.

The SKIPD statement positions the dataset after the last
EOF.

SKIWF SKIPF,DN=dn,NF=nf.

The SKIPF statement skips a specified number of files.

SKUIR SKIPR ,DN=dn ,NR=nr.

The SKIPR statement skips a specified number of records.

DN=dn Name of dataset. (default is $IN)

NF=nf Number of files to be skipped. Default is
nf=l. nf may be negative corresponding to
skipping backwards. "nf" alone causes all
remaining files to be skipped.

NR=nr Number of records to be skipped. Default is
nr=l. nr may be negative corresponding to
skipping backwards. "nr" alone causes all
remaining records in the file to be skipped.

XDcrol REWIND,DN=-dn.
Stat: I

The REWIND statement positions the dataset at the
beginning-of-data. If the last operation was a write,
REWIND writes an EOF and flushes the buffers to the
disks.
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Local name of dataset to be rewound.

DISPOSITG A PLOT
iSSmSr T1 A

PHMr1NG IEVICK

It is now possible to use the Network to dispose plot da-
taset output to the Dicomed COM (Computer Output Micro-
form) system from several of NCAR's computers using the
local hyperchannel network.

For more detailed information on how to correctly use the
Dicomeds on-line, please refer to the "Selected User
Reference Papers" component of the "SCD Graphics Manual"
for the paper entitled "Using the Dicomeds On-line."

BD60 Use Plotting of datasets can also be achieved via the DD80s
by disposing the dataset to the CDC7600. The DISPOSE
statement takes the form of:

DISPOSE ,DN=$PLT, SDN=DD80 ,DC=PT ,MF=76 ,DF=BB.

There exist on the mass store many datasets which have
been transmitted from the CRAY-1 to the TBM via the
CDC7600. Their format is different from the format of
datasets transmitted over the direct link between the
CRAY-1 and the TBM. If one of these datasets is subse-
quently acquired over the direct link, it must be con-
verted to the appropriate format by adding the Data For-
mat parameter, DF=76, to the ACQUIRE statement:

ACQUIRE ,DN=dn ,PDN=pdn ,MF=TB ,DF=76 ,UQ.

DF=76 Data Format is designated 76 indicating that,
if the dataset is in CD7600 format, it is to
be converted to CRAY format. If the dataset
is already in CRAY format, no conversion
occurs.

Note: If the format of the dataset is unknown, the param-
eter, DF=76, should be used as a precaution.

The utility, TBMCONV, is invoked by COS to carry out the
conversion requested by the DF=76 parameter. The utility
may be used independently by using the control statement,
TBMCONV (described in Appendix A, this section). This
permits greater flexibility than does the DF parameter,
since conversion is not restricted to complete datasets,
but may refer to a list of files to be converted.

Certain data management capabilities available as JCL
statements can also be used as FORTRAN-callable subpro-
grams. Of the JCL statements described above, the fol-
lowing can be used in this way.
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Class I

ACCESS, ACQUIRE, ASSIGN, DELETE, DISPOSE, RELEASE, SAVE

Class

COPYD, COPYF, COPYR

The purpose and usage are as described above. The FOR-
TRAN calls take the following forms:

Class I

CALL XYZ (ier,kwdl,vall,kwd2,val2,---,kwdn,valn)

XYZ Class I utility

ier Integer error return equal to zero only if
there is no error. (detailed error codes are
available from the SCD library)

kwdm,valm Keyword and corresponding value (if any).
These are as described above and must be left
justified.

CALL ACQUIRE (IER, 2HDN , 5HRIDL2 , 3HPDN, 5HRIDL1, 2HMF, 2HTB, 2HBUQ)

Here the permanent dataset RIDL1 is given the local name
RIDL2.

c1ass II

CALL COPYR(dsin,dsout,nrecs)
CALL COPYF(dsin,dsout,nfiles)
CALL COPYD(dsin,dsout)

dsin Input dataset

dsout Output dataset

nrecs Number of records to be copied

nfiles Number of files to be copied
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CALL COPYF (5HRIDL1, 5HRIDL2, 6)

This call causes 6 files to be copied from the dataset
RIDL1 to the dataset RIDL2.
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CRAY-1 JOB CONTROL STATEMEENS

ADJUST, DN=dn ,NA.
CAL, I=idn ,L=ldn ,B=bdn ,E=edn ,ABORT ,DEBUG ,options ,LIST=name,
S=sdn, SYM=sym.
options ON XRF DUP LIS MAC MIC MIF WEM XNS

OFF NXRF NDUP NLIS NMAC NMIC NMIF NWEM NXNS
CALL ,DN=dn.
CFT, I=idn ,L=ldn ,B=bdn ,C=cdn ,E--n ,ON=str ing ,OFF=str ing ,TRUNC=nn.
string: ABCDEFGHIJKUMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
DSDUMP, I=idn ,O=odn ,DF=df, IW=n ,NW=n, IR=n ,NR=n, IF=n ,NF=n, IS=n ,NS=n.
DUMP, I=idn ,O=odn ,FW=-fwa ,LW=lwa ,JTA ,NXP ,V,DSP, FORMAT=fmt ,CENTER.
DUMPJOB.
EXIT.
JOB ,JN=jn ,M=fl ,T=tl ,P=p,US=us ,BP ,OlU=lm,CL=jcn.
LDR,DN=dn ,LIB=ldn ,NOLIB=ldn ,LLD ,AB=adn ,MAP=keyword,T=tra ,NX,
BP ,C ,OVL=dir ,CNS ,NA,USA,L=ldn ,SET=keyword ,E=e, I=sdir.
NORERUN, keyword.
RERUN, keyword.
RETURN ,ABORT.
RFL,M=fl.
ACCESS ,DN=dn ,PDN=pdn, ID=uid ,ED=ed ,R=rd ,W=wt ,M--mn ,UQ ,ENTER,LE ,NA.
ACQUIRE ,DN=dn ,PDN=pdn, ID=uid ,ED=ed ,RT=rt ,R=rd ,W--wt ,M--mn ,UQ,
ENTER,TEXT=text ,MF'=mf ,TID=tid ,DF=df.
ASSIGN, DN=dn,S=size ,BS=blk ,DV=ldv,DT--dt,DF=df,RDME,U ,MR,LM=lm,
DC=dc ,BFI=bfi.
COPYD, I=idn,O=odn.
COPYF, I=idn, O=odn ,NF=n.
COPYR, I=idn ,O=odn ,NR=n.
DELETE , DN=dn, NA.
DISPOSE ,DN=dn ,SDN=sdn ,DC=dc ,DF=df ,MF=--mf ,SF=sf, ID=uid ,TID=tid,
ED=ed ,RT=rt ,R=rd ,W=wt ,M--mn ,TEXT=text ,WAIT ,NAIT ,DEFER,NRLS.
PDSDUMP ,DN=dn ,DV=ldv ,PDS=pds ,CW=cw, ID=uid ,US=usn ,ED=ed ,X,C,D, ,O ,S.
PDSLOAD ,DNI=dn ,PDS=pds ,CW=cw, ID=uid ,US=usn,ED=ed ,A, I ,O ,S.
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Control Statements (Con't)

RELEASE ,DN=dnl: dn2: ... :dn8.
REWIND ,DN=dnl:dn2: ... : dn8.
SAVE ,DN=dn ,PDN-=pdn, ID=uid ,ED=ed ,RT=rt ,R=rd ,W=wt ,M--mn ,UQ ,NA.
SKIPD ,DN=dn.
SKIPF,DN=dn ,NF=n.
SKIPR ,DN=dn ,NR=n.

AUDIT ,L=ldn ,B=bdn ,PDN=pdn, ID=uid ,PREFIX=pfx ,DV=dvn ,SZ=dsz,
X--mm/dd/yy: "hh:mm: ss" ,TCR--mm/dd/yy: Thh:mm: ss',
TLA--m/dd/yy: hh: mm: ss ,TLM--mm/dd/yy: ' hh: rm: ss'.
BUILD, I=idn ,L=ldn ,OBL=odn ,B=bdn ,NBL=ndn ,SORT ,NODIR.
DEBUG, I=idn ,O=odn ,DUMP=ddn ,TRACE=n, ,SYMS=sym ,NOTSYMS=nsym,
MAXDIM=dim,BLOCKS=blk ,NOTBLKS=nblk ,PAGES=np ,COMMENT='string.
EXTRACT.
IOAREA, keyword.
MODE ,M--mode.
MODIFY ,DN=dn ,PDN=pdn, ID=uid , ED=ed ,RT=rt ,R=rd ,W=wt ,M=mn ,NA.
SWITCH, n=x.
UNB, I=idn ,O=odn.
UPDATE, ,P=pldn, I=idn ,C=cpldn ,N-npldn, L=ldn, E=edn,
S=sdn,*--m,/=c,DW=dw,F=dkl:dk2:. . :dkn,options.
WRITEDS ,DN=dn ,NR=nr ,RL=rl.
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This chapter will present the methodology for running and
debugging jobs on the CRAY-1. It will reference the
chapter introducing CRAY JCL in this guide as well as the
CRAY FORTRAN Reference Manual (CFT) and the CRAY Operat-
ing System Manual (COS). Since COS is not an interactive
system, all JCL will be in capital letters.

FVR1~Nc
IQ - Y

Chapter 2 of this section gives a description of files
which are created for all jobs. There are some files
which get created when the FORTRAN compiler or loader is
invoked. These files are mentioned below, and the CRAY
FORTRAN manual may be read to get a more detailed
description of each. Default names exist for each of
these files, but the names may be changed in the CRAY
JCL.

The output from the compiled job goes into a file named
$BLD. This file is subsequently used as the input to the
loader. The output from the loader is sent to $ABD. All
listings that are generated by the compiler and loader,
as well as any output written to unit 6, are automatical-
ly put on a system file named $OUT (this file exists for
all jobs). The default file which contains the FORTRAN
program and card-image input data is called $IN (it also
exists for all jobs). If the job uses the FORTRAN state-
ment PUNCH to produce punched cards, the default dataset
is $PUNCH. A file named $PLT is created to store any
plotting instructions which may be generated by the pro-
gram. Each of the above files is created for a FORTRAN
job without user-specifified JCL.

Once the FORTRAN job has terminated, $IN, $BLD and $ABD
no longer exist. A maximum of 500 card images stored on
$PUNCH are disposed automatically to the punch. $OUT is
disposed to the printer of the designated mainframe which
may be an actual printer or a file residing on that
machine. You must dispose $PLT to the plotter and may do
it with the following statement.

A SD1IR FQRNm
amB

DISPOSE ,DN=$PLT ,DC=PT ,DF=BB.

An example of the most simple job to compile, load and
execute a FORTRAN program is given on the next page. The
program and the card-image data are both found in the
standard input ($IN,UNIT5) file and all output goes to
the standard output ($OUT,UNIT6) file.
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JOB ,US=123456789012,
CFr.
LDR,MAP.
EXIT.
\EOF

PROGRAM TEST
REAL LENGTH ,WIDTH ,AREA
READ (5,101) LENGTH

101 FORMAT (F10.2)
READ (5,101) WIDTH
AREA = LENGTH * WIDTH
WRITE (6,103) AREA

103 FORMAT (' AREA = ,F10.

\EOF

\EOD

STOP
END

10.
20.

.JOB CARD

.FORTRAN OOMPILER

.LOAD & EXECTE--LOAD MAP TO $OUT

.ERROR EXIT

.END OF FILE

FORTRAN program

.2)

.END OF FILE
DATA

.END OF DATA

DefaIlt clitic
for dilation

aMa IjO~ii

Assign a
Dataset tD

Standard Input

This section gives a variety of examples of JCL. The ex-
amples range from the simple idea of changing the default
conditions on CRAY control statements to techniques such
as binary modules.

It is often the case that the defaults assumed by CRAY on
the CFT and LDR statements are not the ones you would
prefer. In this case they must be changed. Frequently
the name given to the datasets which are created by CRAY
control statements is changed. To do this, a phrase is
added to the statement which is of the form "dataset
designator = dataset name". For example, the listing da-
taset is designated by the letter L and defaults to $OUT
on most control statements. To direct the compiler list-
ing to a dataset named listing, you would use

"CFT,L=LISTING.".

Certain lists or options of the compiler may be turned on
or off by using the phrase "ON=string" or "OFF=string".
A list of these options for the CFT statement may be
found in Appendix B. To turn more than one option on or
off, the option designators are concatenated. For exam-
ple, to turn on the A and B options, use "CFT,ON=AB.".

An example of changing unit 5 in order to read a dataset
that is not part of the standard input stream follows.
In this example, the datasets RIDLYS and RIDLYD are ac-
quired from the TBM. RIDLYS is conpiled and executed.
RIDLYD is assigned to FT05 in place of $IN. $IN must be
released so that RIDLYD may be assigned to FT05.
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Ca-iing the
Library Search

Order

Using fIflME

The loader searches some default libraries in an attempt
to resolve external references. The default order is
$NCARLB, $SYSLIB, $FTLIB and $SCILIB. If you need rou-
tines from the PORT and LINPACK libraries, use the LIB
parameter on the LDR statement. For example,
"LDR,MAP,LIB=PORT:LINPACK". All default libraries will
be searched after the specified libraries. Notice that
the libraries mentioned are separated by colons. Private
libraries may be added to the search order through this
device, but a maximum of 8 may be named.

If a program is to be run repeatedly over a long time, it
is worth vectorizing the code to reduce the execution
time. There is a compiler option which will show you
where the execution time is greatest. This option is
called FLOWTRACE and is initialized by using "ON=F" on
the CFT statement. "CDIR$ TRACE" and "CDIR$ NOTRACE"
directives may be used to control the parts of the pro-
gram to be examined for timing information. It is some-
times a good idea to exclude very small subroutines which
are called many times as the overhead is extensive.

The flowtrace facility gives the routine name, the time
spent in the routine, the percentage of the total execu-
tion time spent in the routine, the number of calls to
the routine, the average time spent in the subroutine per
call, a list of the first 14 subroutines called by the
subroutine and a list of the first 14 subroutines that
call the routine. In order to generate the output da-
taset which contains this information, the program must
terminate by executing a "STOP" statement (a "CALL EXIT"
will not work).

The routines where the program spends the most time are
the ones where time should be spent vectorizing the code.
Chapter 1 of this section discusses vector ization and
there is also a chapter on the subject in the C' manual.
The following example shows the structure for a flowtrace
run where the source code resides on dataset PROG1.
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JOB,US=123456789012.
ACQUIRE, DN=RIDLYS,MF=--TB, DF=76.
ACQUIRE ,DN=RIDLYD ,MF=TB.
RELEASE ,DN=$IN.

ASSIGN ,DN=RIDLYD ,A=FT05.
CFT,I=RIDLYS.
LDR ,MAP, SET=INDEF.
EXIT.
\EOD
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It is often the case that you will have a routine, or
group of routines, that performs an isolated function and
is used by several different programs. Once this package
has been debugged, it is a good idea to keep only one
version of it so that any changes which are needed will
not get omitted from one or more of the programs. Furth-
er, since this package is relatively stable, there is no
need to cxmpile it each time it is run. The output from
the compilation may be saved and used as a library when
loading those programs which need it.

To create a relocatable binary, use the following example
as a guide.

This relocatable binary module may be used as a library.
See the following example.

JOB,US=123456789012.
CFT.
ACQUIRE ,DN=OBJECT ,PDN=BHOBJ1,MF=TB.
LDR,MAP ,LIB=OBJBCT.
EXIT.
\EOF

source code which calls the routines in OBJECT
goes here

\EOD

If a source code has been debugged and is in production
and is written so that all changes required for produc-
tion runs are performed by changing input data, it saves
compilation and loading time to save the loader output as
an absolute binary module.

See the following example to create an absolute binary
module. Assume the program uses the relocatable binary
module created in the preceding section. The FORTRAN
source code that calls BHOBJ1 is stored on a volume
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JOB,US=123456789012.
ACQUIRE ,DN=PROG1 ,MF=TB ,DF=76.
CFT, I=PROG1 ,ON=F.
LDR,MAP.
EXIT.
\BOD

m xI ksl

JOB ,US=123456789012.
CFT ,B=OBJECT.
SAVE ,DN=OBJECT ,PDN=BHOBJ1.
DISPOSE ,DN=OBJECT ,SDN=BHOBJ1 ,MF=TB.
EXIT.
\EOF

source code goes here
\EOD



called BHFORT.

To use this absolute binary module would require the fol-
lowing job.

JOB ,US=123456789012.
ACQUIRE ,DN=ABSOLUT ,PDN=MYABS1 ,MF=TB.
ABSOLUT.
EXIT.
\EOF

data standard input data goes here
\EOD

In the above example, note that the statement which
causes the program to begin execution is the local name
of the dataset containing the absolute binary module.

Sometimes you have jobs which need to be run in a specif-
ic order. To insure that the order is attained, you may
wait until the first job has completed before submitting
the second or you may combine them into one job. In the
following example the first jobstep compiles a program
from a dataset with local name SOURCE1 and the second
from a dataset of name SOURCE2. Both SOURCES reside on
the same mass storage volume, MYFORT, and are copied to
the appropriate local names. The dataset MYFORT is then
removed from the CRAY disks (via the DELETE and RELEASE
statements) so the disks will not become flooded. Each
job also compiles some code contained in standard input
data and uses data from standard input.
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JOB ,US=123456789012.
ACQUIRE ,DN=SOURCE ,PDN=BHFORT ,MF=TB ,DF=76.
ACQUJIRE, DN=OBJECT, PDN=BHOBJ1 ,MF=TB.
uCFT,I=SOURCE.
LDR ,LIB=OBJECT ,MAP ,AB=ABSOLUT.
SAVE ,DN=ABSOLUT ,PDN=MYABS1.
DISPOSE ,DN=ABSOLUT, SDN=MYABS1 ,MF=TB.
EXIT.
\EOF

data goes here and is read from unit 5
\EOD

I
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In the above example, two things should be noted. First,
the standard input contains each file to be read in order
and separated by "\EOF"s. Second, there is only one EXIT
card. Since control passes to the next EXIT card when an
error is encountered, an error at any point in the 1st or
2nd jobstep terminates the job. If you wished the 2nd
jobstep to be processed regardless of the outcome of the
1st, you would insert an EXIT statement after the first
LDR statement.

t m: 1
,;SANDOM

Random I/O may be done on the CRAY-1 by using the GETPOS
and SETPOS routines which are documented in appendix H of
the CFT manual. The dataset must be created sequentially
but after creation any record may be rewritten by a
record of equal length without rewriting the entire da-
taset. This requires storing, during creation, the
starting position of each record for later use. Format-
ted I/O operations are prohibited on a random dataset.

The fact that a dataset is random must be noted through
inclusion of the phrase "RDM" on the "ASSIGN" statement.
Further, on the run which creates the dataset, the "WRIT-
EDS" statement must be used to give the characteristics
of the dataset.
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JOB,US=123456789012.
ACQUJIRE ,DN=MYFORT,MF=TB ,DF=76 ,UQ.
COPYF, I4=YFORT ,O=SOURCE1.
COPYF, I=MYFORT ,O=SOURCE2.
DELE7TE ,DN=MYFORT.
RELEASE ,DN=MYFORT.

REWIND ,DN=SOURCE1.
CFT,I=SOURCE1.
LDR,MAP.
CPr.
REWIND,DN=SOURCE2.
CFTE, I=SOURCE2.
LDR,MAP.
EXIT.
\EOF

source for the 1st jobstep
\EOF

data for the 1st jobstep
\EOF

source for the 2nd jobstep
\EOF

data for the 2nd jobstep
\EOD



WRITEDS has the form 'WRITEDS ,DN=dn,NR=nr ,RL=rl." where
dn is the local dataset name, nr is the maximum number of
records and rl is the maximum record length in words.

GETPOS is a function which has as its only argument the
unit number of the dataset being written. It should be
called before each write in the creation run and the
result should be saved in an array which represents the
starting address of each record.

SETPOS is a subroutine which has two arguments, the first
is the unit number of the dataset being read and the
second is the starting address of the record which you
wish to read.

Creating a random access dataset may be done in the fol-
lowing manner. Notice that the array containing the log-
ical record addresses is saved as the second file on the
dataset before it is disposed to the mass storage device.
This information will be needed in order to read the
records in another program.
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The dataset created in the above example contains two
files. The first contains the random access records and
the second contains the pointers to the beginning of each
record. The following example may be used to read and
re-write records in the dataset.
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JOB ,US=123456789012.
ASSIGN ,DN=FT08 ,RDM.
WRITEDS ,DN=FT08 ,NR=100 ,RL=20.
ASSIGN ,DN=FT09.
CFT.
LDR,MAP.
REWIND ,DN=FT08.
REWIND ,DN=FT09.
COPYF, I=FT08 ,O=TMP.
COPYF, I=FT09 ,O=TEMP.
DISPOSE ,DN--TEMP, SE4YDATA ,MF=TB.
\BOF

PROGRAM WRITEIT
DIMENSION LRA (100) ,DATA (20)

C LRA CONTAINS THEE LOGICAL RECORD ADDRESS OF EACH RECORD
C SET EACH ADDRESS TO "-1" INITIALLY

DO 10 I=1,100
LRA (I) =-1

10 CONTINUE
DO 100 I=1,100

LRA(I)=GETPOS (8)
WRITE (8) DATA

100 CONTINUE
WRITE (9) LRA
END FILE 9
STOP
END

\EOD



lIE I F11339The IFTRAN preprocessor is described in separate documen-
tation which is available through the consulting office.
No IFTRAN commands will be given in this section. The
IFTRAN preprocessor must be specifically accessed. The
CRAY JCL needed to do this is one statement:

ACCESS ,DN=IFTRAN.

The input file of IFTRAN source code defaults to $IN, it
may be changed by adding "I-name" to the IFTRAN state-
ment. IFTRAN produces a FORTRAN file which must then be
used as the input file to the FORTRAN compiler. The
default name of this FORTRAN file is $FTN; it may be
change by adding an "F=name" to the IFTRAN statement.
The file which receives the output listing is $OUT by
default and may be changed by adding "L=name" to the
IFTRAN statement.
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JOB,US=123456789012.
ACQUIRE, DN=FT08 ,PDN=MYDATA ,MF=--TB ,UQ.
ASSIGN,DN=FT08, RDM.
SKIPF ,DN=FT08.
COPYF, I=FT08,0O=FT09.
REWIND ,DN=FT08.
REWIND ,DN=FT09.
C'.
LDR,MAP.
REWIND ,DN=FT08.
REWIND ,DN=FT09.
COPYF, I=FT08 ,O=TEMP.
COPYF, I=FT09,rO=TEMP.
DISPOSE, DN=TEMP , SDN=MYDATA ,MF=TB.
\EOF

PROGRAM READIT
DIMENSION LRA (100) ,DATA (20)

C READ THE STARTING POSITIONS OF ALL RECORDS
READ(9) LRA
DO 100 I=100,1,-3

CALL SETPOS (8,LRA(I))
READ (8) DATA

C UNDER SOME CONDITION REWRITE THE RECORD
IF (DATA(4).EQ.0) GO TO 100

C REPOSITION TO START OF RECORD BEFORE WRITING
CALL SETPOS (8,LRA (I))
WRITE (8) DATA

100 CONTINUE
STOP
END

\EOD



A simple IFTRAN job structure is given in this example.
The input is fromn standard input ($IN), the listing goes
to standard output ($OUT) and the FORTRAN source code
goes to the default file ($FIN). Both the IFTRAN and
FORTRAN will be listed.

A somewhat more complex IFTRAN structure follows. In
this example, the input file is a volume stored on the
mass store. The FORTRAN code produced by IFTRAN is
directed to a file named MYFORT. The IFTRAN listing is
saved as MYLIST. The IFTRAN listing will be appended to
$OUT if the job aborts, the FORTRAN listing will not be
listed.

In order to assemble a CAL (CRAY Assembler Language) pro-
gram, no special access statements are needed. CAL is
well-documented in the CRAY publication on the subject.
A CAL routine begins with an IDENT statement which gives
the name of the unit and terminates with an END state-
ment. To inform the system that a CAL program unit is to
be assembled, use a CAL statement. The default input
file is $IN, the default output file is $BLD and the de-
fault listing file is $OUT; these defaults may be changed
by "I=--name", "O=name" and "'L=name" respectively.
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JOB,US=123456789012.
ACCESS ,DN=IFTRAN.
IFTRAN.
CFT,I=$FTN.

\EOF
iftran source goes here

\EOF

\EOD

JOB,US=123456789012.
ACQUIRE ,DN=MYIFTRN ,PDN=Bxxxxx ,MF--TB ,DF=76.
ACCESS ,DN=IFTRAN.
IFTRAN, I=MYIFTRN ,L=MYLIST ,F=MYFORT.
CFT, I4=MYFORT ,L=0.

EXIT.
REWIND ,DN=MYLIST.
COPYD, I=MYLIST ,O=$OUT.

\EOD
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See the example below for a simple job structure.

JOB,US=123456789012.
CAL.

\EOF
IDENT NAME
ENTRY NAME

END
\EOD

EI UBNkEB UPDATE provides a method of maintaining programs and data
on permanent datasets rather than on cards and may also
be used to edit these datasets. It is a product of CRAY
Research. It is addressed more completely in chapter 4
of this section.

1EJa SKIL SKOL is a preprocessor supported by CRAY. It is not
available on other computers at NCAR and is documented by
CRAY Research in the SKOL Reference Manual. Because this
is a supported product from CRAY, no special access
statements are necessary to use the processor. In order
to use SKOL, you need only to add the SKOL control state-
ment to your JCL file and change the input dataset for
the CFT statement. SKOL produces a FORTRAN file which is
then used as the input file to the FORTRAN compiler. The
default name of this FORTRAN file is $SKF; to change the
default name use the "O=name" option on the SKOL state-
ment. The SKOL listing goes to $OUT as a default. To
inhibit the listing use "L=0", and to change the name of
the file which receives the listing use "L=name". The
input to the SKOL preprocessor normally comes from $SIN.
Change this default by using "I=name" after accessing the
file "name". The simplest SKOL structure is as follows:

JOB,US=123456789012.
SKOL.
CFT, I=$SKF,L=O.
LDR,MAP.

\EOF
skol source goes here

\EOF
data goes here

\EOD
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Two very useful tools are provided by CRAY Research to
aid in debugging FORTRAN programs. The first of these
may be used to check for exceeding the dimensions of an
array during execution. The second gives a traceback of
certain user-specified variables or common blocks in the
code at the time the program aborts (or at user-specified
intervals during execution).

This debug feature is invoked at compilation by appending
an "ON=0" to the CFT statement. During execution, if the
subscript of an array is exceeded, a message will be
printed giving the name of the array which is being ex-
ceeded, the program unit, statement number where it is
happening, and which dimension of the array is being ex-
ceeded.. Bounds checking is not performed on arrays whose
last dimension is "1" or "*".

Subscript checking may be controlled within program units
by using the compiler directives provided for this pur-
pose. "CDIR$ BOUNDS" is documented in the CFT manual.
Briefly, "CDIR$ BOUNDS" will turn on bounds checking for
all arrays; "CDIR$ BOUNDS ()" will turn off bounds check-
ing for all arrays; and "CDIR$ BOUNDS (A,B,C)" will turn
on bounds checking for arrays A, B, and C.

The bounds checking compiler directive starts in column 1
and must be used in conjunction with "ON=O" on the CFT
card. Bounds checking typically increases execution time
by a factor of 10 and inhibits vectorization of any do-
loop that references a checked array.

USNG E SABC
go WuKrGB

The symbolic debug package, like bounds checking, is ini-
tialized through the CFT card. The option needed to ini-
tialize this package is "ON=Z". If you are using the de-
bug package to get a symbolic dump when a program ter-
minates, a DUMPJOB statement is used to create the da-
taset $DUMP. This statement should immediately follow
the EXIT statement in the JCL file. If you are calling
the symbolic dump program from your FORTRAN program, the
DUMPJOB statement is not used.

The DEBUG statement is used to define the variables which
you wish to print. This statement follows the DUMPJOB
statement when the symbolic dump is to be performed due
to abnormal termination. The options available on the
DEBUG statement are defined in the COS manual and will
not be repeated here. If the symbolic dump is called
from a FORTRAN program, a call is made to a subroutine,

SYMDEBUG, which has a single argument. This argument is
a character string of the appropriate DEBUG options (end-
ing with a period) enclosed within single quotation
marks. Examples of both methods of getting a symbolic
dump are given below.
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There are two points which should be made about the use
of this package. First, if the same location has multi-
ple names, the first name encountered is the name used by
the package. In the FORTRAN-callable example, the first
variable in common block ONE would be dumped as A rather
than X. The second point is that the SYMS and BLOCKS op-
tions are not necessarily what you might expect. If both
SYMS and BLOCKS are specified in a single DEBUG (or SYM-
DEBUG) statement, they do not cause all symbols and all
blocks specified to be dumped. Only those symbols speci-
fied which also appear in the blocks specified will be
dumped. Because the default is to dump all symbols and
all blocks, the FORTRAN-callable example would dump A and
B; if SYMS=X and BLOCKS=ONE had been specified, only the
variable A would be dumped.

Below is an example of using DEBUG to help debug an
aborted job.

JOB ,US=123456789012.
CFT,ON=Z.
LDR,MAP.
EXIT.
DUMPJOB.
DEBUG.
\EOF

fortran source goes here
\EOD

An example of using SYMDEBUG from a FORTRAN program fol-
lows.
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15E FAMIS FADS is part of the Fortran Utility System (FUS) package
and stands for FORTRAN Automatic Debug System. This
package may be used to display debugging information for
a FORTRAN program. This package does not allow certain
FORTRAN 77 constructs and therefore may be less useful
than those mentioned above. There are various control
statements which make subroutines eligible for FADS pro-
cessing, exclude lines of code within an eligible routine
from FADS processing and control the display of computa-
tions processed by FADS. Since all FADS statements are
in the form of comment cards, these statements may be
left in place during normal execution. Complete documen-
tation of this package may be obtained from the consult-
ing office. To access the package, you must include the
following statement in the JCL file:

ACCESS,DN=FADS.

This package processes the input file, which is $IN by
default, and writes an output file to $FTN and a listing
to $OUT. To change the default names use "I=name",
"O=name" and "L-name" respectively. The $FTN file is
used as input to the FORTRAN compiler by adding "I=$FTN"
to the CFT statement.

A simple structure for a program using FADS follows:
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JOB ,US=123456789012.
CFT,ON=Z.
LDR,MAP.
EXIT.
\BEOF

PROGRAM ERROR
COMMON /ONE/A,B (100)

END
SUBROUTINE ABC
COMMON /ONE/X,C(10,10)

CALL SYMDEBUG (-MAXDIM=100 ,PAGES=5. )

END
\EOD



FORTRAN compilation error messages are located in the
back of the CFT manual. Each message is followed by a
short description of its cause. Loader and execution
messages are not so nicely available. The more common
and less comprehensible messages are given below. If a
message is received that is incomprehensible, it is sug-
gested that you contact the consulting office for its
probable meaning.

1. BLOCK NUMBER ERROR. The system routine reading the
dataset has encountered a block number which is not
the one it expected. Re-staging the dataset to the
CRAY disk will probably correct the error, otherwise
re-create the dataset.

2. DATASET SIZE LIMIT EXCEEDED. The last write opera-
tion caused the output file to exceed the size
specified. Increase the OIM parameter on the JOB
statement.

3. ERROR EXIT. The code has been overwritten with a
word that looks like a zero. Look for a subscript
out of range or a calling sequence error (too many
arguments or an argument which is a function or sub-
routine but does not appear in an EXTERNAL state-
ment).

4. FLOATING POINT ERROR. The CPU detected a floating-
point underflow or overflow while executing an in-
struction. Look for a divide by zero.

5. JOB COMMUNICATION BLOCK DESTROYED. The JCB area of
one s program is being overwritten. Look for a sub-
script out of range.
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JOB,US=123456789012.
ACCESS,DN=FADS.
FADS.
CFT,I=$FTN,L=0.

\EOF
C FUS

PROGRAM MAIN

CALL Al

C FUS
SUBROUTINE Al

\EOD



6. JOB TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED. Increase the T parameter
on the JOB card.

7. MORE MEMORY REQUESTED THAN ALLOWED. A request was
issued for more memory than is allowed by the max-
imum field length available in the Job Table Area.
Reduce the required memory or use overlays.

8. MORE MEMORY REQUESTED ITHAN AVAILABLE. A request was
issued for more memory than is available in the
machine. Reduce the required memory or use over-
lays.

9. NO AVAILABLE DISK SPACE. The system had no disk
space available to allocate to a dataset being writ-
ten. The job should be resubmitted after the com-
puter operations staff has run the "scrubber".

10. NO WRITE PERMISSION. A dataset was not accessed
with UQ, and now the job is trying to write to it.
Add a UQ to the access statement (or the acquire)
and resubmit.

11. OPERAND RANGE ERROR. An attempt was made to load an
A or S register from outside the user field. Look
for a subscript that is out of range.

12. PROGRAM RANGE ERROR. An attempt was made to load a
P register from outside the user field. Look for a
subscript that is out of range.

13. READ AFTER WRITE OR PAST END-OF-DATA. An end-of-
data was detected on the previous read or a read
follows a write without an intervening rewind in-
struction on a sequential dataset.

14. UNKNOWN ACQUIRE ERROR. During an ACQUIRE, the AC-
CESS failed and the cause was not communicated to
ACQUIRE. Look for an acquire which did not specify
a correct password, or where the local dataset name
is reused without having first released the previous
local dataset.

15. UNRECOVERABLE HARDWARE ERROR. A permanent hardware
error occurred during an I/O operation. Resubmit
the job.

16. VALUE AND SPECIFICATION TYPE DIFFER. The variable
being read or written under format control has an
inappropriate format specification (for example, an
integer is being printed with an E format). Change
the name of the variable or the format specifica-
tion.
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17. WRITE PAST END OF ALLOCATED AREA. An attempt has
been made to write a larger dataset than was allo-
cated. Correct the allocation size or reduce the
number of records being written.

GET Y (IR JaB Actual staging of a job to the CRAY may be done in
TO 'ER CQAY several different ways depending on the host machine.

Via the 7600 To get any of the examples in this section to the CRAY
through the 7600, several cards must be added to the job.
The first card expected by the 7600 is a JOB card which
is recognizable to that machine. This job card has 4 re-
quired fields. The first is "*JOB; the second and third
are your scientist number and project number assigned by
the SCD; the last is your name. These fields are
separated by cormas. After the name field the remainder
of the card may contain identification for the job or may
be left blank.

The next card that is necessary tells the 7600 that all
remaining cards are to be processed by the CRAY. It's
form is "*CRAY1,CH" or "*CRAY1,CA" depending on the char-
acter representation of the remaining statements. Use
"CH" if the statements are in hollerith representation
and "CA" if they are in ASCII. This statement is immedi-
ately followed by the CRAY JOB statement.

Following the "\EOD" statement comes the "*END" state-
ment. This tells the 7600 that all statements for this
job have been read.

The following represents a typical job structure for a
job being staged to the CRAY through the 7600.
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*JOB, uuuu,pppppppp,myname COMPUTE THE AREA OF A RECTANGLE
*CRAY1 ,CH
JOB,US=123456789012.
C T.
LDR.
EXIT.
\EOF

source code goes here
\EOF
data package goes here

\EOD
*END



Via the IBM 4341 To submit a job to the CRAY-1 from a disk file on the
4341 you may use the NCAR exec CRAYJOB. The file to be
shipped must contain the CRAY JCL needed to execute the
job. Assuming the name of the file is CRAYJCL, enter:

crayjob crayjcl

The first file found with filename CRAYJCL and filetype
JOB would be shipped to the CRAY. The $OUT file is
automatically sent back to your virtual card reader. To
retrieve the printfile and write it as a print file on
your A disk enter:

disk load

See Chapter 1, Section V on the NCAR Local Network for
more information on submitting a job via the IBM 4341.
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CRAY UPDATE is a programming tool available only on the
CRAY-1 that provides another method for maintaining pro-
grams and other data on datasets called program li-
braries. UPDATE is a card-oriented batch library mainte-
nance tool that works only with datasets residing on the
CRAY-1 disks. UPDATE does not support any kind of string
replacement. Users familiar with the UPDATE tool avail-
able on Control Data systems should not confuse the
CRAY-1 UPDATE with the Control Data UPDATE. They are
similar, but different enough that the UPDATE Reference
Manual (2240013) should be consulted before attempting to
use UPDATE.

UEPIEB - The CRAY-1 provides the utility program UPDATE for the
Description manipulation of text files. UPDATE is a supported CRAY-1

utility to create, use and modify source programs on the
CRAY-1. It is the only editing capability available on
the CRAY-1 and can be a very effective large program
manager.

A synopsis of the basic UPDATE features is given below to
help in understanding the UPDATE examples. All of the
deck descriptions and examples below use FORTRAN card im-
ages for the contents of the various UPDATE input and
output files. This is only to make the explanations and
examples less ccmplicated. UPDATE can be used to edit
and maintain any text information which is in card image
form, for example, CAL files and data files. Refer to
the CRAY publication, UPDATE Reference Manual (2240013),
for a complete discussion of UPDATE.

UPDATE operates in two basic modes - creation mode and
modification mode. In either mode, it can read one or
more input datasets and can write one or more output da-
tasets. The various input and output datasets for UPDATE
have very specific formats and. also have specific names
which are referred to in the UPDATE documentation.

@ In creation mode, UPDATE reads a "source deck" and
writes a "program library". Optionally, UPDATE can
also write a "compile dataset" and a "source deck".

@ In modification mode, UPDATE reads a "program li-
brary" and optionally a "modification deck" and
writes, optionally, a new "program library", a
"source deck" or a "compile dataset".

Source Deck A "source deck" consists of a single file containing card
image records. The user, in constructing the source
deck, decides how card images are to be grouped into UP-
DATE decks. When this decision has been made, the groups
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of card images are assembled, as a single file, with the
UPDATE directive card "*DECK name" or " *CMDECK name"
placed at the beginning of each of the desired named
decks.

Proe1ras Likary

Molificaticn Deck

A "program library" is a multifile dataset in which each
file is an UPDATE deck or conmon deck as described above.
The initial record of each file is the *DECK or *COMDECK
card from the source deck file. All following FORTRAN
card images contained in the UPDATE DECKs have been ex-
panded in the program library to include the deck name,
sequencing information and other UPDATE bookkeeping in-
formation. Each card image in a program library deck has
associated with it the deck name, from the preceding
*DECK card in the source deck, and the sequence number of
the card relative to the beginning of the deck. This
name-number combination associated with the card remains
with the card as long as the deck is a part of the pro-
gram library and is used to identify the card for future
editing purposes. An advantage of labelling cards this
way is that a single listing of the program library is
sufficient for all subsequent modifications. A program
library dataset cannot be read by the compiler or assem-
bler.

A "modification deck" is an input file required for
deleting, replacing and/or inserting information in a
program library. The modification deck has as its first
record the UPDATE directive card "*IDENT name" which
gives a name to the following *IDENT modification cards.
The rest of the modification deck consists of UPDATE
delete and insert directives as well as any source cards
which are to be added to the program library. Any source
cards which are part of a modification deck will have as
an identifier the name of the modification deck and
number of the card relative to the beginning of the
modification deck. Card images added to a program li-
brary via a modification run do become a part of the pro-
gram library which they modify. It is not possible with
UPDATE to undo a modification as might be inferred from
the UPDATE program library naming conventions.

A "compile dataset" consists of selected program library
decks that have been stripped of UPDATE directives and
unnecessary UPDATE information. A compile dataset can be
read by the compiler and assembler.

In general the UPDATE utility has the following func-
tions.

* Given a source deck, UPDATE will create a program
library dataset.
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I Given a program library dataset and a modification
deck, UPDATE can edit the program library (i.e.,
add, delete and replace cards) and produce a new
program library.

@ Given a program library dataset and a modification
deck, UPDATE can produce a compile deck which is
readable by the compiler or assembler. UPDATE can
also produce a source deck from which a new program
library can be made with a subsequent UPDATE run.

The UPDATE processor is invoked when the job control verb
UPDATE appears in the job control file of a program.
There are various keyword parameters which can be used on
the UPDATE comiand to specify what functions are desired
and what datasets are to be used for input and output.
Following are six examples which illustrate how to use
UPDATE. The examples are purposely simple and straight-
forward and do not contain all possible UPDATE commands
and features. The UPDATE Reference Manual should be read
for a complete description of UPDATE.
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creating an
Prorama Litrary

fr Cards an th
cMaY-i

P=O on the UPDATE ccrmand means that no program li-
brary exists and that the purpose of this UPDATE run
is to create a new library. The ID parameter means
that an identifier summary is to be printed.

@ The input directives for UPDATE come from $IN be-
cause no alternate input source was specified on the
UPDATE command. The second file of the above job is
a source deck.

® Because of the existence of one *CMDECK card and
two *DECK cards with card images following each one,
the UPDATE program library will consist of one oam-
mon deck and two library decks.

@ The new program library which was written to the lo-
cal dataset NEWLIB is saved on the CRAY-1 disk. A
copy of it is also disposed to the MSD directly from
the CRAY-1 because of the presence of the main frame
parameter TB.
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JOB, ..
UPDATE ,P=0 ,N=NEWLIB, ID ,ED.
SAVE ,DN=NEWLIB ,PDN--mypl.
DISPOSE ,DN=NEWLIB ,SDN--mypl ,MF=TB ,DC=ST.
\EOF
*BOMDECK comnamel

(cards for first common deck)
*DECK namel UPDATE source deck

(cards for first library deck)
*DECK name2

(cards for second library deck)
\EOD



Creating a ie
File with U

and =ci-

An UPDATE program library cannot be read directly by the
compiler or assembler. In order to execute a source pro-
gram stored in a program library, the program library
must first be passed through UPDATE with a specific re-
quest to create a compile file which contains the desired
source program. A compile file produced by UPDATE is a
version of the program library which is readable by the
compiler or assembler.

© This example shows extraction, compilation and exe-
cution of the two decks namel and name2 from the
program library mypl.

9 The Q option on the UPDATE command indicates that
this is a Quick UPDATE run which will write to the
compile file only those DECKs which are specified
with the Q= option on the UPDATE command. The I=0
parameter tells the UPDATE processor that the direc-
tive input file is empty.

* UPDATE, by default, will write the compile file to a
dataset named $CPL. This dataset can be used im-
mediately as input to the compiler after an UPDATE
execution.

* Because this is a modification run and the N parame-
ter has not been included on the UPDATE command, UP-
DATE will not write a new program library.

Creating a In a debugging mode it is often necessary to make many
Modified C .q Lle temporary modifications to an existing program and exe-
File with UFDWE cute the modified file without permanently saving it.

and Exxcurting The following example shows how to modify a program li-
brary; then, compile and execute the resulting compile
file.
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JOB,... *
ACQUIRE,DN=$PL,PDN=mypl ,MF=TB.
UPDATE,I=0 ,Q=namel:name2.
CFT, I=$CPL ,ON=AZ ,OFF=SCBT.
LDR,LIB=$SCILIB ,MAP.
EXIT.
\EOD



JOB,.e. .
ACQUIRE ,DN=$PL ,PDN-mypl ,MF=TB.
UPDATE.
CFT, I=$CPL,ON=AZ.
LDR,MAP.
EXIT.
\EOF
*IDENT M0D1
*DELETE SUB1.25 ,SUB1.30

DO 10 I = 1,N
X(I) = Y(I)*3.5

10 CONTINUE
*INSERT SUB2.40

WRITE (6,1000) VAR1, VAR2, VAR3
1000 FORMAT (3E25.14)

*DELETE SUB2.75 ,MOD0.2
*COMPILE MAIN1
*COMPILE SUB1
*COMPILE SUB2
\EOD

UPDATE
modification
deck

The file after the \EOF card is a modification deck
which begins with the identifier card *IDENT MJD1.
MODI is the modification deck name.

* The sequence of cards *DELETE... through 10 CONTIN-
UE illustrates how to replace cards in a program li-
brary. A replace is a combination of a *DELETE
directive with source cards following it. The DO
10-loop replaces cards 25 through 30 of the deck
SUB1. The *INSERT SUB2.40 through 1000 CONTINUE
will insert the WRITE and FORMAT cards after card 40
of deck SUB2. The last modification card will
delete card 75 of deck SUB2 through the card la-
belled MOD0.2 which is assumed to be a part of a
previous modification deck. This mod card has been
inserted into deck SUB2 somewhere after the card la-
belled SUB2.75 . Finally, the three *CCMPILE direc-
tives force UPDATE to write the specified decks to
the compile file. These directives are not added to
the program library.

Because this is a modification run and the N parame-
ter has not been included on the UPDATE command, UP-
DATE does not write a new program library.
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UPE Prograa
Library

notes

To modify or edit a program library using UPDATE requires
that the program library already exists fran a previous
UPDATE run. A modify run of UPDATE will read the current
program library and a modification deck and create a new
program library which must then be saved with the same or
a new name.

In this example, it is assumed that an UPDATE pro-
gram library has been previously created and saved
as a dataset named mypl. It is also assumed that
the program library contains a deck named MAIN1.

* The presence of the N parameter tells UPDATE to
write a new program library. The F parameter causes
all decks and common decks from the old program li-
brary to be copied to the new program library after
the additions and modifications have been made.

* Since the dataset mypl has been given the local da-
taset name $PL, it is not necessary to include the P
parameter on the UPDATE command because UPDATE reads
from $PL by default. Similarly, the default new
program library dataset $NPL is used. This simpli-
fies the UPDATE command keyword list. The ID and ED
parameters write the deck identifier summary and
edited card summary, respectively, to the output
list dataset (default is $OUT).
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JOB, ...
ACQUIRE ,DN=$PL,PDN=mypl ,MF=TB.
UPDATE ,N ,F, ID ,ED.
SAVE ,DN=$NPL ,PDN=myplnew.
COPYD, I=$NPL ,O=MSD.
DISPOSE ,DN=$NPL ,SDN=myplnew ,MF=--TB ,DC=ST.
EXIT.
\EOF
*IDENT MODS1
*JOMDECK PARAM

PARAMETER (N=100), (M=3), (K=2*M)
*CMDECK BLK

COM4N / A / X(N), Y(N), B(K,M)
*DELETE MAIN1. 10 ,MAIN1.19
*CALL PARAM
*CALL BLK
*DElETE MAIN1. 201 ,MAIN1. 210
*CALL PARAM
*CALL BLK
\EOD



O The input file to UPDATE, which is on $IN, specifies
two basic operations - create two new common decks
PARAM and BLK and modify the deck MAIN1. The two
coarnon decks will be placed at the end of the new
program library. In MAIN1 two sections of code are
replaced by calls to the newly created common decks.

@ Decks in program libraries can contain UPDATE direc-
tives as well as card images. In the example, the
UPDATE directives *CALL PARAM and *CALL BLK are in-
serted into the deck MAIN1 in two locations. When a
compile or source file which is to contain MAIN1 is
requested, the UPDATE directives are invoked and the
contents of the called common decks are placed in
the appropriate dataset at that point.

Creating a New
Prjram Lirary

from a Source Deck

Notes

After many modifications have been permanently applied to
a program library it may be desirable to remake the pro-
gram library, that is, resequence all of the decks and
connon decks in the program library and remove all refer-
ences to the many mod deck names and sequence numbers.
UPDATE can be used to do this in a two step process. In
the first step, UPDATE is used to create a source deck
from an already existing program library. The second
step, then, is to use UPDATE to make a new program li-
brary from the source deck produced in the first step.
The following example shows how to do this.

In the first call to UPDATE, the F parameter indi-
cates that all decks and conmmon decks contained in
mypl are to be written to the default source deck
dataset $SR. No compile dataset or new program li-
brary is written. The resulting source dataset will
have in it the *DBCK and *COMDECK cards of the input
program library and the contents of the program li-
brary decks with all of the UPDATE sequencing and
naming information removed.

* The second call to UPDATE is a creation run (P=O).
UPDATE reads the contents of $SR and makes a new
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JOB, .
ACQUIRE ,DN=$PL, PDN--mypl ,MF=TB.
UPDATE ,F ,S ,C=0, I=0, ID,ED.
REWIND ,DN=$SR.
UPDATE ,P=0 ,N, I=$SR, ID ,ED.
SAVE, DN=$NPL, PDN-myplnew.
DISPOSE ,DN=$NPL, SDN=myplnew ,MF=TB ,DC=ST.
EXIT.
\EOD



program library from the contents of this file. The
new program library is written to $NPL. This local
dataset is saved as myplnew. Any subsequent modifi-
cations to this program library use the new sequenc-
ing information.
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APPI)IX A
TBM-CRAY LINK

SECTION III
Batch Computing on the CRAY-1



ChNRVIAW The design of a JCL to use the TBM through the CRAY-1
should parallel the philosophies developed in the Cray
operating system. A Cray dataset should be treated as a
direct volume on the TBM. To cause transfer of a da-
taset, the Cray verbs ACQUIRE and DISPOSE should be used.
Modifications to the mainframe code MF would be required.

The proposed formats and their definitions are as fol-
lows:

DISPOSE,DN=dn ,SDN=sdn ,DC=dc ,DF=df ,MF=mf ,SF=sf, ID=uid ,TID=tid ,ED=ed ,RT=rt,
R=rd ,W=wt ,M=mn ,TEXT=text ,WAIT ,NCWAIT ,DEFER.

BN=d1 Dataset name: The name by which the dataset is known at
the CRAY-1. dn is 1-7 alphanumeric characters, the first
of which is A-Z, $, %, or @; remaining characters may
also be numeric. This is a required parameter.

SDN=sdi Staged dataset name: 1-6 character name by which the da-
taset will be known at TBM. The default by sdn is dn
truncated to a maximum of six characters.

DC=dk Disposition code: Disposition to be made of the da-
taset. Only db=Sr (stage to mainframe) will be recog-
nized. All other codes will be ignored.

IMPsf Mainframe computer identifier: For use of TBM set mf=TB.

Fp=df Dataset format: The default code is IFFIR. All other
codes will be ignored and the default used.

SP=sf Not meaningful to the TBM.

ID=id Not meaningful to the TBM.

TID=tid Not meaningful to the TBM.

ED=ed Not meaningful to the TBM.

T-Irt Not meaningful to the TBM.

R=rd Read control word: rd is a security parameter which al-
lows read access to a volume. rd may be one to eight
characters long with no embedded blanks. The characters
may be numbers 1 through 9 or letters A through Z. The
first time rd is specified on a DISPOSE control card, it
is associated with the volume as a security check for fu-
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ture access to this volume, and is established as the in-
itial read password. To load a read password-protected
volume, R=rd must be specified in an ACQUIRE control
card. If a volume is not read password-protected, read
access to the volume is unlimited. The default is no
read control word.

Wsit W-=wt is a security parameter which allows write access to
a volume. wt may be one to eight characters long with no
embedded blanks. The characters may be numbers 1 through
9 or letters A through Z. The first time wt is specified
for a volume, it is associated with the volume as a secu-
rity check for future access to this volume and is esta-
blished as the initial write password. To descend a
write password-protected volume W=vt must be used on the
DISPOSE control card. If a volume is not write
password-protected, write access to the volume is unlim-
ited.

M=mn Not meaningful to the TBM.

WMRLT Job wait: When this parameter is specified, the job does
not resume processing until the disposed dataset has been
staged to the MSD. If the front-end system cancels the
transfer, the waiting job is aborted. Processing then
resumes after the next EXIT statement, if one is present.
The default condition is NOWAIT.

D9KSTS Job no wait: When this parameter is specified, the job
will not wait until the dataset has been staged to the
front-end system but will resume processing immediately.
If the front-end system cancels the transfer then no spe-
cial action is taken, i.e., the job is not aborted. This
is the default condition.

REEeR Specifying this parameter causes the disposition to occur
when the dataset is released either by a RELEASE request
or termination.

TEXT=- "MVN=reel ,CRPASS=crpass ,CWPASS=cwpass ,DELETWE ,DIR=name ,KEY=keyword ,DIRECT,
UPDATE,READ,DATA, START=bkfwa ,NBLOCK=bkcount-

Text to be passed to the TBM system requesting transfer
of a dataset: Meaningful only if MPFTB. Any COS record
control words are extracted from the text string before
it is passed to the TBM. TEXT cannot exceed 120 charac-
ters.

Mherreel Reel is 1-6 alphanumeric characters or fewer in length
and identifies a particular TBM tape reel. Reel names
must be obtained from the tape librarian. Most applica-
tions will not require use of this parameter. This
parameter will cause two copies of the VSN to be disposed
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to the TBM. One copy will be written to "reel", the oth-
er to the log tape. It is needed only by users who wish
to keep a series of related volumes. Data will be for-
mated as an ASCII labeled tape. On the same TBM reel.
This parameter has meaning only for a DISPOSE request.

REPSS=crpass CRPASS is used to change the existing read volume pass-
word, CRPASS=crpass may be one to eight characters long
with no embedded blanks. The characters may be numbers 1
through 9 or letters A through Z. If R=rd is specified
on the ACQUIRE control card, crpass replaces the previous
read password. To change an existing read password of a
read and or write password-protected volume, the current
read and/or write password(s), as well as CRPASS, must be
specified on the CRAY control card. CRPASS will become
the current read password for this volume.

P^PSS=cpawss CWPASS is used to change the existing write volume pass-
word. CWPASS=cwpass may be one to eight characters long
with no embedded blanks. The characters may be numbers 1
through 9 or letters A through Z. If W=wt is specified
on the ACQUIRE control card, cwps replaces the previous
write password. To change an existing write password of
a read and/or write password-protected volume, the
current read and/or write password (s), as well as CWPASS,
must be specified on the CRAY control card. CWPASS will
become the current write password for this volume.

DIR1=dnae When DIR appears the data to be written or read will be
the TBM directory. The recognized values dnaue may as-
sume are: MFD001, EVENTF, SYSLOG, (TBMTAPE VSN), RK05NN,
JOURNL, VIOCOO, and VTOC01. This parameter is a
privileged request and must be accompanied by the
KEf=keyywxd parameter.

KES=keyvwd This is a system defined parameter and is used to allow
privileged access to the TBM internal directories and
files.

ElEES DELETE is a specific TBM volume of 1-6 characters speci-
fied by the EK or SON parameter. This command is recog-
nized only as a DISPOSE request. No log comments are
generated.

DIUHOT The DIRECT parameter is used in conjunction with the MVN
keyword. This parameter causes only the MVN designated
reel name to be written by the TBM. There will be no
copy on the LOG tape.

UEPIER The UPDATE parameter, when used with a DISPOSE, will
cause the vsn to be flagged as current. The vsn will not
be written. A dummy dataset must be supplied to the CRAY
DISPOSE request.
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REMD The READ parameter is a special system parameter for use
by TBM systems personnel. It will cause a specific
reads to be executed by the TBM. The TBM volume accessed
will be designated by the MVN parameter.

DAIM The DATA parameter is a special system parameter for use
by TBM systems personnel. Data will be moved from the
TBM during a "specific read" even if an error detected.

S9ES]n k6cfSa The START parameter indicates the starting block number
for a specific read.

The NBLOCK parameter indicates the number of blocks to
move during a specific read.

ACQUIRE ,DN=dn ,PDN=pdn, ID=uid ,ED=ed ,RT=rt ,R=rd ,W=wt ,M=mn ,UQ ,TEXT=text,
MF-=mf ,TID=tid ,DF=df ,AC=ac.

Wcidn Local dataset name by which the permanent dataset is to
be known: 1-7 alphanumeric characters, the first of
which is A-Z, $, @, or %. Remaining characters may also
be numeric. This is a required parameter.

PEI=pdn Name of CRAY-1 permanent dataset to be accessed or staged
from the MSD, saved, and accessed: 1-6 characters as-
signed by the dataset creator. This is the name that is
accessed by the TBM if the dataset is staged. The de-
fault for pdn is dn truncated to a maximum of six charac-
ters.

ID=uid User identification: 1-8 alphanumeric characters as-
signed by the dataset creator. The default is no user
ID. This parameter is used by COS to identify the DN da-
taset.

HD=ed Edition number: A value from 1-4095 assigned by the da-
taset creator. This parameter is used by COS to identify
the UN dataset. The default is:

* One, if there is no permanent dataset currently in
existence with the same PDN and ID, or

* The current highest edition number of that dataset
if the permanent dataset with the specified PDN and
ID does exist.

1R=rt Retention period: A value specifying the number of days
that a permanent dataset is to be retained by COS. The
parameter may assume a value from 0 through 4095. The
default value is an installation-defined parameter.
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R=rd Read control woLd: rd is a security parameter which al-
lows read access to a volume or COS data set. rd may be
one to eight characters long with no embedded blanks.
The characters may be numbers 1 through 9 or letters A
through Z. The first time rd is specified on a DISPOSE
control card, it is associated with the volume as a secu-
rity check for future access to this volume, and is esta-
blished as the initial read password. To load a read
password-protected volume, R=rd must be specified in an
ACQUIRE control card. If a volume is not read password-
protected, read access to the volume is unlimited. The
default is no read control word.

W=Vt Write control word: 1-8 alphanumeric characters assigned
by the dataset creator. Default is no write control
word.

Mn=m Maintenance control word: 1-8 alphanumeric characters
assigned by the dataset creator. The control word must
be specified if a subsequent edition of the permanent da-
taset is saved. If no staging occurs, and the dataset is
to be subsequently deleted, this parameter may be speci-
fied in conjunction with the IU parameter.

]Q Unique access: If specified, the job is granted unique
access to the permanent dataset: otherwise, multi-access
to the permanent dataset is granted. If no staging is
performed because the dataset already exists, write,
maintenance, and/or read permission may be granted if the
appropriate write or maintenance control words are speci-
fied.

MP~Ef Mainframe identifier for the TBM. NF=TB.

TID=tid Not used by the TBM.

iF=-f Dataset format. All formats are treated as if they were
written by the CRAY. If a dataset that was written by
the 7600 is encountered, the user program is notified and
the dataset released. If the dataset format was desig-
nated 76, that is F=-76, an automatic conversion will be
initiated utilizing TBMCONV with a default format. If a
mode overwrite is desired, DF can be set to M[0-9] which
will generate a mode of 0-9 to be used by TBMCONV.

0XT?= Text to be passed to the TBM system requesting transfer
of a dataset. Any COS record control words are extracted
from the text string before it is passed to the TBM.
TEXT cannot exceed 120 characters.
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DIR1dnaae When DIR appears the data to be written or read will be
the TBM directory. The recognized values dnae may as-
sume are: MFD001, EVENTF, SYSLOG, (TBMTAPE VSN), RK05NN,
JOURNL, VTOCOO, and VTOC01. This parameter is a
privileged request and must be accompanied by the
KEY--keywcrd parameter.

KH=kesWOrd This is a system defined parameter and is used to allow
privileged access to the TBM internal directories and
files.

kuPhOMI A CRAY-1 utility program to interface the dataset/volume
structure, word size, number representation and character
representation differences between the CDC 7600 and the
CRAY-1. This program converts a volume or files within
the volume into a CRAY-1 dataset in CRAY-1 blocked for-
mat.

JCL TBMCONV,I=idn,FN=fnl:fn2:...:fn8 ,MODE=1,O=oden,DIR=ddn.
FS=fsl:fs2: ...:fs8

I=iui Dataset from which files are to be converted. This is a
required parameter. If this is the only parameter speci-
fied, TBMCONV produces a directory of the dataset idn on
$OUT with no file converted.

FN=fn Files to be converted. fn is 1-17 alphanumeric character
file names. A maximum of eight files may be named with
each filename separated by a colon. Specifying FN
without fn causes all files to be converted into a single
dataset, ignoring obsolete files.

FS=fs Files to be converted. fs is the file sequence number.
A maximum of eight files may be named with each file se-
quence number separated by a colon. Specifying FS
without fs causes all files to be converted into a single
dataset, including obsolete files.

KNIE: FN, FS cannot both be specified in one job control
statement.

MCUE=i Mode overwrite. Specifying MODE causes TBMOONV to pro-
cess all files based on MODE i and overwrite the original
record mode. The default is to use the mode value asso-
ciated with each record when the volume is generated on
the CDC 7600.
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Oiodn Name of the local dataset to receive the converted files.
The default dataset name is $TCO.

DIR=dcn Directory Control. If the DIR parameter appears, the
TBMCONV produces a directory of the dataset idn on da-
taset ddi. Specifying DIR without ddn causes the direc-
tory to be written on $OUT. If DIR=O, no directory is
produced.

N1TE: ddn other than $OUT is not implemented.
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MODE TYPE

0 DPC
1 Binary Bit Serial, CRAY format
2** BCD
3 ASCII
4** EBCDIC
5 Binary Integer (full 60 bits)
6 Floating Point or 48 bit binary integer
7 DPC card image
8 Transparent
9 Binary Bit Serial, 7600

format, right justified
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A ftMXD-B: CiPTrm

TION DESCRIPTION DEFAULT

A Aborts job after compilation if any OFF
of the program units contains a
fatal error.

B Lists beginning sequence number of each OFF
code generation block (G implies B).

C Lists common block names and lengths ON
on lbn after each program unit.

D Lists DO-loop table. OFF

E Enables recognition of compiler directive ON
lines. i

F Enables FLOWTRACE option. (Also see OFF
FLOW/NOFLCW directives).

G Lists generated code for each program OFF
unit. (See CODE/NOCODE directives).

H Causes listing of only the first statement OFF
of each program unit. All other list options
are ignored or disabled.

I Enters compiler-generated statement labels OFF
in symbol table.

J Causes all DO loops to be executed at least once. OFF

L Enables recognition of output listing control ON
directives.

M Enables scheduler. ON

N Enters null symbols in symbol table (defined OFF
but not referenced).

0 Prints a message identifying any array reference OFF
with out-of-bounds subscripts found during
execution.
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OPTION DESCRIPTION DEFAULT

P Allows double precision. Setting OFF=P ON
causes at compile time:

1. all double precision declaratives to
be treated as real;

2. double precison functions to be changed
to the corresponding single precision
functions;

3. double precision constants to be converted
as double precision and truncated
to real;

4. D's in FORMAT statement to be changed to
E.

Q Aborts compilation when 100 fatal error ON
messages counted.

R Rounds results on multiply operation. ON

S Lists FORTRAN source code. ON

T Lists symbol table after each program unit. ON

V Vectorizes inner DO-loops. ON

W Compiles all floating point operations as OFF
return jumps to user-supplied external routines.

X Lists symbol table with cross references OFF
after each program unit (X overrides T).

Y Aborts job immediately after detecting a compiler OFF
error. This is a compiler debugging option.

Z Writes DEBUG Symbol Table on $BLD. OF
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